Distinct regions of periaqueductal gray (PAG) are involved in freezing behavior in hooded PVG rats on the cat-freezing test apparatus.
The periaqueductal gray (PAG) is considered to be an exit relay for defensive responses. Studies have shown that the ventrolateral periaqueductal gray (vlPAG) plays a role in the expression of freezing behavior whereas dorsolateral periaqueductal gray (dlPAG) is involved on both freezing and active forms of defensive behaviors. To further elucidate this theory, lesioned vlPAG and dlPAG rats were exposed to a cat in the cat-freezing test apparatus. Subsequently, a 7-day repeated exposure to a cat was done on the vlPAG and dlPAG lesioned rats. Results showed that the vlPAG lesioned rats demonstrated significant decrease in freezing behavior and corresponding increase in locomotor activity, while the dlPAG lesioned rats failed to show any significance. Subsequent repeated exposure of the vlPAG lesioned rats to a cat for 7 days showed a gradual decrease in freezing behavior with significance shown at days 5, 6 and 7 while the dlPAG lesioned rats failed to show any changes. These results suggest that vlPAG regulates freezing behavior in hooded PVG rats.